
LATEST DESIGN 
RINTI-TANK 
CANNONS 

Here's the answer to 
keep trespassers off the 
grass! Just pull one of 
these hard hitting happy 
bargains on your lawn 
and your problems are 

solved! GERMAN Itheinmetall Anti-Tank Cannons chambered 
for 3.7 em PAR Hyper Velocity round. Made In Sweden in 
W.W. IL these beauties are in excellent condition. PRICED 
at lowest advertised price ever offered. 

Knuckle Sap 

MOB CONTROL STOCK 

FOR HANGER AND BANGERZ ONLY!!! 

... 	 Existing Bargains like these are hard to come by! 

+01.....''°'..  detachable angular 
ITALIAN VITA1.1.1 10.4mm single that carbines 

with 	 bayonet. We now otter these interesting c, cn 
MILITARY arms at a price that would maul Mussolini's moustache! 011.1, 
A few select specimens available at fem. 

This dart is designed to carry 2.5. of liquid 
tear gas that covers on area of 12" to IS" 
in diameter. It has a safety spring clip. The 
clip is withdrawn on loading, making the 
projectile ready for firing. 

The tear gas is extremely effective when 
applied to the person even if the hit is not 
in the direct area of the eyes. It's practi- 
cal fo shoot at ranges from 10 to 50 yards. 
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Summer Solstice 
Muzzle detail — note bulge 
around barrel. This bulge 	ea 
scats snugly in bushing. 
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This dart is loaded with a non-toxic um-
nine dye — a bright yellow fluorescent 
color. It can be loaded with various liquids 
such as special stench liquids or vomit in-
ducers on special military requests. 

The uses of such a projectile a e to mark or 

identify individuals in a crowd where contact 
and arrest are impractical. It has the effect 
of destroying anonymity. 

HYPODERMIC SYRINGE PROJECTILE 

1 	 (r.  

Hypodermic syringes in dart form for animal control is a 
proved, practical, humane practice. This project; e con accurately 

deliver and inject a Ice dose into unapproachable animals. 

- 
Pressurized ampules are available for loading by veterinarians. 
The serum is injected by compressed air behind a piston 
after the needle has come to rest in flesh, The dart's 
superb accuracy is a considerable factor in its usefulness. 

TRAINING DART 
	(  

A short sums er night ... 
but in this solemn 
darkness 

one peony bloc 
Buson 

This projectile is provided in similar weight and balance to 
the various "line" darts to give a similar trajectory pattern 
so that the trainee can get the feel of the gun without expend-
ing expensive rounds. It can be fired indefinitely at "soft" 
targets — a mat or pod is suggesed as a backstop for training. 

NEAR  GAS DART 
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